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The Wonder World Kids go to  

Third Grade 
 

Austria 

 

Austria is a country across the Atlantic Ocean in Europe. The Wonder World Kids travel to Austria to 

help the dancing white horses, the Lipizzaner. You pronounce their name “Lee-Pee-Saw-Ner.” Austria 

is famous for its old buildings and beautiful music. The famous composer Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 

lived there from 1756-1791. He performed his music for the empress when he was only five years old. 

 

Look at the cuckoo clock! The Wonder World Kids 

have an appointment to see a performance of the 

white stallions at 9:10 a.m. How much time do 

they have to get ready this morning?  

 

_____________ 

 

What colors will you use to color the clock? 

 

 

 

 

 

Fynn wants to know, “What is your favorite animal in the whole world?” 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________  
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The Wonder World Kids go to  

Third Grade 
 

Peru 

 

Peru is a country on the West Coast of South America. The Wonder World Kids travel to Peru to help 

the missing llamas. Peru was the home of the Incas. They built beautiful cities hundreds of years ago 

without any modern tools. You can still visit the ruins of their ancient cities today. The most famous is 

called Machu Picchu, pronounced “Ma-choo Pee-choo.” It is also known as the City in the Clouds. 

 

 

Llama Lily is missing!  

Write down her tag number and 

add four adult llamas and nine 

baby llamas. How many llamas 

are missing in total? 

 

_________ 

 

Llamas can have many different 

colors. Which one are you 

going to use? 

 

 

The Wonder World Kids have solved “The Mystery of the Dancing Horses” and “The Case of the Lost 

Llamas” so far. Invent your own title for their next adventure! Which country are they going to visit and 

what kind of animal will they save? 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 
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